Appendix 2
4355.1

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

COMPLIANCE AND LAC CONDITIONS RECORD

(To be used for analysis and documentation of projects and activities under §50.20 and §50.36 and for jurisdictions under the LAC process and placed in the project file.)

PROJECT NAME

APPLICANT

PROJECT ACTIVITY

PROJECT NO.

LOCATION

COMPLIANCE FINDINGS

COMPLIANCE FACTOR

IS IN COMPLIANCE

ACTION TAKEN TO ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE

CONSULTATION MODIFICATION SPECIAL STUDY

IS NOT IN COMPLIANCE

NOTE CONDITIONS AND/OR SOURCE DOCUMENTATION THAT SUPPORTS FINDING

REFERENCE NOTES

1. Noise
   (24 CFR Part 518)

2. Historic preservation
   (36 CFR Part 800)

3. Floodplain management
   (E.O. 11988)

4. Wetlands protection
   (E.O. 11990)

5. Hazards (24 CFR Part 51 and HUD Notice P9-33)

Other

ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS FOR CONDITIONED FACTORS

CONDITIONED FACTOR

(ISS. FACTOR)

IMPACT

ANTICIPATED

NOTE CONDITIONS AND/OR SOURCE DOCUMENTATION THAT SUPPORTS FINDING

REFERENCE NOTES

NONE

MINOR

MAJOR

MAY REQUIRE MINOR ADJUSTMENTS OR BENEFICIAL ACTION

PREPARER

DATE

SUPERVISOR

DATE

(Use Reverse Side For Comments)

HUD-4128.1 (11-82)

(24 CFR Part 50)

5/92